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About This Content

This DLC adds the Himalayan Ecosystem to your Tyto Ecology game, opening up a new type of biodome you can create with
28 new species!

We were deeply inspired by the incredible region of the Himalayas, which is why we chose to feature it in our first expansion
pack. Nestled in the Indian subcontinent, it spans almost 2,500km wide, across seven countries. This diverse region is home to
an immense number of species, with more being discovered each year. It's also home to many charismatic, well-known species,
such as red pandas, snow leopards, pangolins, bengal tigers, Asian elephants, one-horned rhinos, and Asian black bears, all of

which are also included in this expansion!

The Himalayas' region is threatened, with many of these species extremely endangered due to illegal poaching, climate change,
and growing human populations fragmenting the space available for wildlife.

We will be donating $1 from each Himalayas DLC sold.

We'll be donating to the World Wildlife Fund, an organization that does impactful sustainability work in the Himalayas. Read
more about their efforts here: http://panda.org/himalayas
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Title: Tyto Ecology - Himalayas Ecosystem
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Immersed Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016
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A nice time-killer!
Would eventually wish for a more modern looking UI, similar to Audiosurf 2's and also updated art.... the game looks a bit too
similar to BH1U to be honest. I really love the inclusion of an "Open Mic!" feature to let you use whatever audio you plug into
your PC, that's a feature a ton of people will use often, I bet! Thanks a ton!
I wish this game would run better though... for what it is it doesn't seem to hard, but I have a laptop with an MX150 and an
i5-8250U, it runs poor on native resolution (1920x1080)...
Besides all that, it's a great game, loved the first one a ton, this one will be just as fun.
Get this if you love your eyes to puke rainbows. It really is that kind of game.. Had this game on my 360 and loved it. There is
really nothing like it out there. It isnt mind blowing fun but a good time for a history buff that allows you to fly these planes and
command these ships (that all feel exactly the same) in the second world war.

Give it a go. You wont regret it.. The DLC is pretty cool if you love DEATHSMILES. One more character with 3 more stages.
Its like Deathsmiles in space to me. Seems as tho Taito \/ Degica is out for a money grab at first sight, but its actually a pretty
decent DLC, the $5 isn't really too bad, if you must though, just wait for it to come on sale. Generally speaking
DARIUSBURST CS is quite expensive for a shmup, but has tons of content. Sadly there are no continues, so as a casual gamer
whos merely average with shmups, i may actually never get to the end on this one, so sad really....

PS. anyone considering an DLC on D:CS, each pack gives you a unique ship with its own strengths and weaknesses and also you
can choose any installed DLC stages or D:CS stage, you can really mix things up! very unique concept to me.... Probably the
Best Farming Simulator available.

But it is still not a game.. Very bad and extremely overpriced game.
No flying berween stars and planets, all is made by "click where you want to go". No exploring, you cannot fly freely. All you do
is clicking through dialogues, sometime fighting. You cannot shoot, all is made automatically. You can just click to rotate your
ship and move it.

That "non-traditional combat controls" is really non-traditional. Pretty sucks. That should be "non-traditional combat" without
controls because you cannot take controls into consideration here.

"The game is an adventure where you explore different star systems" don't believe the exploring part of this. You just talk with
AI characters and sometime get coordinations of new star system, then they appear on your map and you can click on them to
fly there. You cannot fly freely and discover planets on your own.. In this game you're basically Iron Man, but you're always
running on empty. And you can't ever fill 'er up. You have just enough energy to get you to the next spot. That's if you planned
and executed your path there correctly, otherwise you'll fall to your death or run into a trap where you'll die and also fall to your
death. There's a lot of dying involved.

And you have these robots making fun of you along the way. I found the robot characters to be hysterical. Definitely, took some
material from Portal, but hey, nothing new under the sun, right?

Well, except for this game. Because it is amazingly fun. I love it. VR platformer done right. So much polish and it's only in EA.
I look forward to seeing where this game will end up when it's a totally finished product. This is as a must buy if you like puzzle
platformers or VR. Even if you don't, you may after trying this game.

Rate 9\/10 ... would put thruster implants in my hands and boost around dangerous trap areas again for science!. Short
puzzle/point&click game. This game is really really weird. Mysterious even.. i dont like it
the gameplay is boring to me. Not exactly as cool as I awaited, but I like playing it and I like the style.

I dunno much about the humor, because I skip most dialogues. The parodies (should I write paroDice?) are nice and cute, but
there is no reason to "waste" time with reading. No decisions, no nothing. For that my lunchbreak is too short.

The system is easy but complex, if you understand how to play. There is a tutorial to teach you the very basics. But then it goes
to the details, like building a deck, clicking this and not knowing what it means to click that.
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A few bugs are still in. From simple glitches: if a minion beats another minion but the beaten minion stays sometimes with 0
health (only optical), to counting bugs: some rare times you roll a 5 and the hero only goes 3 fileds forward only (not stopped by
a taunt-minion). You can also meet this bug with the juggernaut card, when the hero rushes forward, even damaging all minions
correctly, pushing the enemy backwards correctly, but keeps standing at the opposite field from the intended landing field.
Edit: and I have to add some commentless crashes (if you are too good ;) ).

Beside that its totally worth playing it compared to the price (3,99 Euro) if you like liittle cute board games.
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For anyone who played the original Train Valley, this is NOT the same kind of game, NOT a successor to Shortline of the early
90s. That being said, it's still enjoyable; kind of a middle ground between the original and a tycoon game — you still do the
same thing, but have more control over what happens and how, and your only constraints are time limit and objectives.

On that note, I maintain that devs should remove objectives that restrict or dictate use of basic game mechanics, such as "Don't
use pause". Or, even better, for each objective of that sort, add another optional objective that can be completed instead if the
player feels like it. Like, "Don't use pause OR build no less than 75 tracks". Actually, I think it's a good idea to consider optional
objectives, so that each level will present slightly more opportunities than is required for a top score.

Also, it will be nice to have a use for those gold stars aside from bragging rights. For example, upgrading your train company
between missions, cheaper tunnels/bridges, track upgrades (say, level 1 is your usual track, level 2 is 20% cheaper to build, level
3 can be built on steep slopes at the cost of slowing down trains going on those slopes, level 4 halves that slowdown, and level 5
allows to build three-directional switches), train upgrades (faster acceleration/deceleration, cheaper repairs, the sort of thing that
isn't covered by upgrades on the level), station upgrades (shortened production cycles and othersuch stuff, and, on the top
upgrade level, a second entryway — for each type of building separately, of course).

All in all, this game is definitely worth getting into even now.. Great & funny game, especially with friends. Lot of fun , I enjoy
it :). Such a good game. I've never came across a game like this before. This a classic ship fighter game likes 1943...meets Beat
Saber. Now what i mean is your ammo, and experience all depends on the music you play. You play a slow song your ammo will
come to the beat of that slow song so it will be harder to shoot. Now his you have an upbeat song like Trance, Techno, etc...you
ammo is more flashy. With bombs, flashes and all that dropping to the beat of the song....SO ♥♥♥♥ING GOOD!!!. Pros:
  fun game
  great time waster
  takes little to no skill to play
Cons:
  can get hard at points

great game would recomend to anyone wanting to waste an hour or two
  Side note: ignore my hours i really suck at these style of games. So i had my first playsessions with the devs !!! was amazing !!!

The game concept is so freaking cool, there are 2 camps, the rogues and rogues operatives, on the rogue camp u can take the
shape of any common material and go hide on the map, while the operatives need to find and hunt you down, with a detector,
and shoot you dead.

The hide and seek can get really hilarious with other players, and i mean it !!! this game got so much love on the artistic level
and the audio !! i salute caroline for her amazing job on the match entertainer !!!

The level of polish here is amazing and i can't wait to see this game evolve, i will try to join playsessions with the devs again and
have more fun !!

KUDOS !! A VERY ORIGINAL AND VERY FUN - FUNNY GAME !!!
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